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Summary After reviewing at a simple lwel what the subject of c o n ~ engineering
1
deals with, several general control
,pjneedng challenges are described with the aid of examples the challenge of complexity, as illustrated by Bight control
design, the challenge of achieving robustness, as illustrated by a guided vehide control system, and the challenge of
d e v i n g adaptivity, as f i h t e d by sugar mill and alumina calfiner control problems. The controller implementation
challenge - of obtaining a simple compute+based controller to work with a complex plaut is also described.
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1 WHAT

IS

ENGINEERING

CONTROL

ABOUT?
h a g h e a physid entity to which one can apply some
form of excitation (or control) and which generates some
sort of respOnSe.
For etbmplle:
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These are aU examples of open-loop control. That is, the
system (asopposed to the human operating it) does not
sense what the response is and thaefore cannot take COP
rective action by way of adjusting t b excitation.
a&-l,,op

control is dso possible.

In closed-loop control, the system is provided with information as to what 2s output or response should be (the
'desired response') and then it adthe excitation so
that the adaal response approaches or even equals the
desired respnse; very frequent& the exitation is determined from the diEerence between the desired and actual
response.

sped

Clod-loop control is summed up in Figure 1.

c o ds
*

The followingtable gives more details for three exzmples.
In each of these three -pies,
there is very frequently
a desired response, which may or may not be constant.
For example, one may want the aLmaft to change its attittlde from horizontal Sght to a descending glide path.
The achieving of a given response is made possible by the
intmdnction of an appropriate exatation. The following
table highlights in the above examples how the appropriexcitation is achieved.
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In a great many control design problems, one or both of
two key problems have to be addressed: securing dynamic
stabiliig, and securing zero steady date error. Securing
dynamic sbab'tlity means that the corrective action taken
by the controller should not over-compensate and drive
the system iato oscillation or some catastrophe. Securing
steady state error given constant disturbance mekns that
if the desired response is constant, the actual response
should (aftersome trsnsient) d l y m&& the desired
response even with constant disfurbance, such as constant
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Figure 3: High loop g&
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Figure 2: Step-Response
heat bss through windows (rwm heatingproblem) or constant head-wind (cruise control or aircraft control).

Suppose C is very Isuga. Then P could m y by 30% bi.
£01
6xed reference r , the output y would change butzm
little. A h , d will affect y just a little. And the o n t m
y will trach the reference input T clody, at least if t
k
sensor noise is smdL Thu4 Egh loop gain:

It is very eommon to consider the response of a closedloop system to a step change (thesmostat did is adjusted,
for example). This is the so-&
s t q , nspora?le. It can
be slnggkh or fast, exbibit gr& overshoot before becoming correct or alm& no overshoot, exhibit osdiIatorg behaviom b e f m sfMbg a m , or just a fluctuation or two.
It can achieve m o steady state error, or non-zero steady
state error.

Figure 2 illnstrates a mllection of possible stepresponses.
The a w e s are indexed by d u e s of a m e t e r used inspecifying the controller, and illustrate a frequently occurring s i t n a t i o ~there is a trade-off between, on the one
hand, smaU steady state error and, on the other hand securing small overshoot. Thus k = 60 gives the saaUest
steady state error, but the largest overshoot. Zem steady
state error is achieved only with infinite overshoot.
Much of ckssieai control is concmed with nnderstandiag
the &ove issues. Of course, there ate sdentSc underpinnings. As ka example let us comment on the use of a
high loop gdm Elechonic amplifier designera were probably the first engineers to realize that if a plant (=vacuum
tube) exhibited sigaiscaat gain variations, the eEect of
these variations could be greatly ameliorated by indnding the plant in a high gain loop. Actoany, a number
of other observations about high gkia were also quickly
made. Consider Figure 3.

The plant is P and the controlIer is C. The aim is t o
have the output track the teference input T , even in the

suppresses the effect of plant gain miation
reduces the
Put

&A d ~ t i vdkhxbancea
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promotes p o d tra;ckin% by the
input

High Ioop gaio has disadvastagw also. Tt C is small. th6
sensor noise n Sects the output y less than E'Cis hi@
And if C is high, the plant dcitation u may be so bg.a
t o over-*
the physical plant P (so that it behaves non
linearly, explodes or otherwise misbehaves). These paid
are obvious ~OI M the figuie and the equations d e b & #
it. A further point, not obvious bat am.%.
the leis true;-&
that highgaincanpmduceo&torgtgpe rrfbehsVi0~1:W
even permanent oscillations ( i X G ) . So a high gsin
a

can induce isshbiIity/&tory

behaviont

w o r n sensor noise problems
can cause the plant to bwover-&en

The two most important conceptual ideas of classical c d
trol fnay well be high gain and its consequences, bna
variety of tools for handling stability questions. Man
standard textbooks discuss these ideas [I], [2], [3];
Nearly all systematic design methods for control systm
have been for plants with linear modeis, and virtudIv a

.ieSicn is a matter of trade-offs (as reflected in the discusand hirth
.s".,
.-.hove
- of
- - sten response
- ~ain).
, Classical con-
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Friction

essentially provided methods for designing only sim:,iC controllers, which are adequate for simple plants, but
I:,r not be adequate for complicatedplants. Modem conrroi methods yield complicatedcontrolle~~
for compiicated
,,isnts. and they have to be realized with a computer.
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Figure 4: Parametric Robustness: Guided Bus Control

Challenge of Complexity

,:unrrol of a modem aircraft provides a good exkmple of a
. . ~ ~ t rchallenge
ol
with si&cant comple5ty. For contsol
.,f the pitch of the aircraft, flaps and ailerons are used,
.-a the relevant output variables are attitude and a d a r
rciocity. Because of the presence of more than one input
=d mom than one output, there is an immediate level
oi complexity. Classical control has enonaous difedty
a-ith muItipIe input, multiple ontput problems, a p d from
chose which can be apprcarimated by several~decoupled
single input, single output problems.

ioad. Another example is drawn from the area of vehicle
control usiug buried wires. Consider Figure 4.

This is an idealisstion from a problem that arose in a conceptual design study for a guided bas, [7] see page 58. The
mass of the b w mica sipiiilcantly according to the number of peoplein it. Also, the friction codcient, important
in consideringthe +pavement cmt+ct, can vary significantly, depending on road conditions. Rain, 03and the
like m a t e a very Helent coeffieiat
that applying
Buc theakcraft problemis cosuplexfory& a o t h e ~ r e a ~ o ~ on
~ a dry day. The pmbl" is to design a single controller

The number of intend e e s in a mathematidmodel
ifor pitch control purposes) is about 50. The NLes of
tbumb of classical controI, the handbook solutions, the
graphid procedures, and even e&eilent physical intuition
YC simply not enongh to design a controller when this sort
oi complexiQ is present. Tbis statement would probably
iold true even if the system in question were single input,
single output.

TIe determination of an acceptable controller has till
!air17 recently represented a huge task, two h ~ d r e d
person-yew being a typical estimate of the time involved.
The methods used c o d be charaderised as modem contr01 methods, but not so modem as to allow escape from
:he use of tedious trial-and-r
methods, 141.

..

Tzo. broad theoretical appro&
are now available for
.!signing contro~iersin sitaatiom %e this, and a d a b l e
:n the sense of there bdng commerdal s o h e (a use!21 standard for saying what is in
achievable).
This s o h a r e is used by companies in sectors a m from
-IMspace,such arr process control, potperspstems, mined
?recessing, steel &,. The s o h is based on theories
tiescribed in books such as (51, [6].

..

2.2

The. Challenge of Robndness Given Parameter Variations
.

which will work satisfacbrily f o Or
~ allpanes of the paameters. The parameters are not aormdIy varying rapidlyWhat is in fact therefore needed is a single contmller th&
win work well f6r a wide set of b e d plants, each pIant in
the set being d&ed by a p a r t i d choice of the paameters.
Despite the f&ctthat this problem has been around sometime now, no desz'gn methods am ao&Ie
ira commm+al
so*Of c o w there has been theoretical work nibbling at the edges, but a broad s& method is lacking.
Even the question '90-there & a single controner
which will give satisfactory performance?" is in g e n d
not answerable.

+

One might conjecture th% a controUer which worked
at parameter settings, A, B, C, and D wodd work well
everywhere. Unf0rtunatdy;this conjecture is also lacking
general v d c a t i o n , although simplertlwsioasof it caa.be
veri6ed. A recent textbook.onttining the state-of-theart
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The general positiikthe;efore is one where control science has not yet provided M m e tools for addressing
importat appiications problem invol~bgpkameter 10bnstneSs.

2.3
a great many situations, the physical~ystemcan be de'~ribedb~ a 'mathematid modd which contains p*e*,
and these parameters are associated with certain
?hPical variables &e mass, friction, and the like. It is
k n o for
~ example thkt the equations of motion of
an aircraft depend on the -eed,
the height, and the

The Challenge of Adaptation

There is a second conceptually diiferent approach to handling problems with parametric u n c d t ~ . The a p
proach is known as adaptation, or adaptive coatrol The
idea is that the controller, besides controlling the plant,
contains signal oroceaing software which uses measure-
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Figure 3 Sugar Mill Control Exampie

alumina (hydrate, containiig free and chemibound moisme) feed rate
oil rate feed rate

ments of the plant input and output ta infer the d u e s
being assumed by the vaciable parameters in the plant.
The controller parameters are then adjusted to snit the
'values assumed by the plant parameters. Of course, if
the p h t parameters undergo a step change, it may req u h some time for the controller to learn the new correct
values of the plant parameters, and any noise contaminating the measurements has the potential to w e the
controller to d e an error in its estimate of the plant
pammeters. Never-theless, very broadly speakig, it is
possible to leaen plant parameters over a time sea@ signi6cantiy longer than the time constants of the controlled
m
s itself, 191, [lo],1111-

air m a s feed rate

In addition, measurements can be made of the cold eo.
temperatureof the idln, and of gas composition. Clearly,
mathematical model basad on the physics and chemistr
of what is happening in the kiln would, even if it could
be written down, be immensely complicated. It woald
not be surprisi~!galso to have nonlinear partial Werenb
equations as part of the mod&

The function of adaptation here is to learn parameteraB
a simple model of the process, a model which is r e d l
accepted as being unable to fally describe the p r o d
but a model which can be used for designing a controlIq
for the process. Adaptive control has been achieved fir
this alumina calciner, despite the audity of the model, it
multiple input multiple output nature, and thepresencea
a time lag, something which control engineers know w
greatly complicates the task of securing effective contmn

One exampie of an application of adaptive control to a two
input, two output qstem is provided by a sugar crushing
d
l
.See Figure 5. The sugar cane is brought on a conveyor and dumped into a feed chute. The o p e d task of
the aushing which occurs a t the exit of the feed chute is to
maximise the extraction of juice. The vadables which are
most important in determining this extradon are height
of the material in the feed chute, and the chute aperture,
or the feed rate to the aushers. The signals which can
be adjusted are the turbi11e governor setting, and the tm
bine torque. The need for adaptation sriseJ because those
physical properties of the feedstock which determine how
much juiw is extracted vsy according to the fleld from
which the fedstock has been hksppsted.

see [q.

3 THE CHALLENGE OF CONTROLLER
PLEMErnTION

"S

The above situation is fairly simple to model, in that apart
from the unknown parameters, a fairiy accurate model of
the process can be obtaked, [12). A complete contrast is
offeredby an alumina calciner, see Figure 6.

.

The variables which one is interested in controIling are:
discharge
uct quality)

(this governs prod..

Mathematidmodels of physical processes usually involm
differential equations, w the underlying independent
able is time, and it is assumed to vary continuoudy. Mod
an controller design methods, ie. those based on a@=
mercial softwate, yield continuous time contmllers w h ~
the model is continnous time, and a h yield controllea
which have similar comelexi&
- to that of the model. W
controllers design& by modem methods will normally bs
continuous time, and often be of high complexity. On
the other haod, if these is a requirement to implement
have to be a he*
Fontroner .&h a computer, it
type controller; there is frequently also a requirement
have a 1
rm complexity mntroiler; and of c o k e the imr
plementatiou has to be numerically reliable. These ob.
servations generate the qaestion: How can one replace#
continuous-time high complexity controller resulting from
a commercial s o h e design package by a discrete-timP
low comp1exity controller that is known to be n u m e r i d
reliable? This is the implementation challenge.

.

temperature fluctuations (mainteqance cost is
driven up by Buctuations)
energ consumption
The vai-iables which can be readily controlled are

xii

Figure 7: Contmlier Reduction

:$.I Controller Complexity Reduction
Figure 8: Step Response comparison

.rhe task is to 5 d a controller E'(s), of low complexity,
&i,i.,..
causes the closedloop pezformanceof the plant with
~ - 1 tp
~ )be like the dosed loop performance of the p l a t
,ilth C(s). (The symbol a denotes a Laplase transform
t~arisble;wby it arises is not discussed her&) The term
iiosed loop performance is a fu%?+'phrase which connotes
many M c u l a r aspects of parformane& One useful tool
!or analysing ths psfonnance of a dosed loop system is
:he dosed loop b f e r f i n c f h (or t r a d e r fundion matrix in the multi-iiput or multi-ouQut case). In formal
terms, this is the *anti@ T(s)=

a.

the two dosed loop performances to be sirmlar
amounts (more or less) to muiring the diEermcc between
:be two dosed loop t r a d e r functions i.c &
- $
.&
~$
Req-

.~,
.~,
~

be smdL Of course in what sense this
$bouid be small is not altogether dear ( W e r h a i o n s
art most usually studied by examking their d u e s for
s = jw, w reai, and then smalhess amounB to the above
difference having a small d u e of its madmum magnitude
dong the jw axis). No matter how the precise mathe
maticd statenient of the controUer reduction objective is
rer up, what results is a problem that i6 most d a m i l k
:o anybody with standard mathematical training in ap:imiaation or approximation thaory. Nem-the-less, them
exist easp-to-use and eflective solutionsin commeniaa
dl-mre for finding a reduced order C O I I ~ ~ O114.~41,, [15].
They are not quite perfect, in the sense that the approxi"ation error is not made optimally small. The s d c e of
OPtimality however allows quick and insightful algorithms
:o be used.
""as) to
:-P(s)a*)

An example of the eflectiveness of these methods is proby the curves shown in Figuse 8.

The plant for which a controller is required P single in3ut, single output, and d-bed
by an eighth order dift
.trtnt$l equation. The plant is open loop unstable, and
"n-minimnm phase (a technicd term in the contml spssense, which in-ably
implies a greater di&dW in
bding a controller). Using modern design methods imPit-ted
in c o m m d software, a controller is found
achieves cert& specified constraints on bandwidth

and disturbance rejection. (The plant is d d e n t l y ditlicult to control that the determination of a controUer by
classical methods might be vev Hcult.) Now the cont r o k found using modem methods has, not mnrpris-

order or complexityjust like the plant. This means
that there are sixteen parameters in the conaOhIlet
It is

in&,

desired to rednce the number to five, corresponding to a
second order controller, and this in factcan be doat. The
figure illustrates the result of applying a number of controller reduction methods and then simulating the dosed
loop step responseresultingwith ekc6 controller. Methods
3,4, and 5 am older, probably now o u t ~ ~ ~ dschemes
ed, hr
contmller complexity reduction. Methods 2 and 6, which
give very dose adherence of the dosed loop response with
the reduced order controller with that of the original syti
tem, are based on newer ideas, pasticularly the idea that
the key thing which the reducedordercontrollermust do is
ensuse thatthe dosed loop sqonses mimic one another,
rather than say the open loop responses.

3.2

Controller Discretiiion

Consider Figure 9.
The idea is that C(s)is a coatinuous time controUer that
has been determined by whatever method., Because implementation of a continuous controller would require andog
elements or analog circuitry, and in comparison with Ggi-

tal devices and circuits this is difacult to implement unless
the controller IS very simple, it is often desired to implement a discrete time controller. The idea of a discretetime
controller is that it takes a sequence of sampled d u e s of
a signal,spaced apart in time by some chosen duration T.
It produces a sequence of outputs, again spaced apart by
T, and tbis sequence of output d u e s is passed through
a digital to analog hold circuit, so that the input to the
plant is a piecewise constat signal, with the mrious values of the input signal changing at intervals of T seconds
and following the output of the diiaete time controller.
The disaete time controller itself implements a diference
equation, for example w(kT) = O.Sw[(k-l)Z'l+v[(k-l)~
(as compared with the ~ontinuoustime controller which
effectivelyimplements a differentid equation).
The core question is: %ow knowing C(s) can one lind
Cd(z)?" This question has been treated in many textbooks, eg. 1161, [li'], and yon can take your pick from
about I2 formulas. Unfortunately, then are examples in
which none of them work This is in paa because the
wrong question has been posed The correct question is:
'Tow should one choose Ca(z) to make the two dosed
loops as similar as pwsible?" Tbe natuainens of this
question is obvious once it has been asked. Since Pfs) is
an i n h e ~part
t of the fKO closed loops, it then becomes
likely, if not virtually certain, that the best choice of Cd(z)
can not depend on C(s)done but must also involve P(s).
T b is a fundamental change of view from that which has
applied in generating the textbook answers, and dso constitutes the key reason behind the fact that the textbook
answers ara sometimes ineffectme.

A very crude mathematical statement of the objective is:
choose Cd(z) to make PC(1+ PC)-= PEC.+SF(I
PHCaSF)-' s m a L [HereS is the sampling operstion,
ond F a socalled anti-ah Ster, introduced for quite

-

-
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technical m n s ]

we win

the reader any
and simply note that this problem has recently been s o l d ,
1181, D91,

[N-

A standard textbook published a few years ago comparesa
number of the then available d i s c r e W o n methods, none
of w&ch generated Cs(z) taking into account t!ie plant,
(211. The methods were applied for plant and controller
transfer iundions

A discretization time of T = 0-030 was chosen. Out of
eight standard methods, only one d t e d in a discrete
time controller for which the dosed loop remained st*
ble, but the closed loop performance was unacceptable,
and in particular, there w an enonnous discrepancy between the response to a unit step with the original continuous time controller, a d with the s t a b i i g discrete
time controller. Figure 10 shows the results of two newer
methods for discretising a controller. One method devel-

Figure 10: Step Response (Katz Example)

oped by Kennedy, was used to design a controller for thm
AwstraJia Tdesmpe when the standard text6ook method
failed, [181. That method is restricted to p h t a with 4
single input single output. The other method is d d e a
in references [19],[ZO].

A discrete mntmner is d&ed in tanns of its t r d
function,but the actual implementation of the c o n t r a
will involve arithmetic operations on h i t e word lerigW
quantities. This means that roundoff of sign& oeePeL
after evesy arithmetic operation (quantiaati& noise), and
coefEaentsused for mdtiplyiug are necessarily quantitid
which are implemented with a iinite word length, and m
a result, there may be an approximation involved at ttol
point-

This could all perhaps be coped with, except tor the fa4
that there is not a unique my to implement a prgcribcQ
discrete time controller transfer function. but an i n f i d
of ways, all with diEerent.coe5dents. 0b;liollslYthe& t6a
way the controller is implemented can be very importd
in terms of the &e& on the o v e d dosed loop perform ,
ants of quantization error8 and coefficient representatio4
errors. How one might best implement the controller
minimise the deleteriouseffectsis somethingthat has odd
very recently been determined, [22], deqite the prob10
being flagged many years ago.
Figure 11shows afrequencyresponse using a discretetim~
controller with an iafinite number of bits, and taro discrep
time controllers implementing the same nominal t d d
function, one optimally chosen and one chosen in a simpM
but not particularly thoughtful way. m e latter shod
that very substautid variations from the ideal kequed
response can result.

191 G.C. Goodwin and KS. Sin,A d a p ~ eFiltering, Prediction and Cont~oI,Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
1984
[lo]K.J.Astr~mand B.' kittenmark, Adaptive Control,
Addison Wesley, Reading, 1989
[Ill B.D.O. Anderson,RE..Bitmead, C.R. Johnson,P.V.
Kokotovic, ILL. Kasut, LM.Y. Mareels, L. Praly and
B.D. RiedIe, Stabitity of Ad.ptive System: Passivity
and Aucraging Analysis, hdlT Press, Cambridge, 1986
[12]A.G. Partanen and RR.Bitmead, "Excitation V e k
Control Issues in Closed Loop Identiiication of Plant
Nodelo for a Sugar Cane Crnshing -Milln,Proceedings
1% WorId PAC Congress,d.
9, pp. 49-52,Sydney,
1993

Figure 11: Frequency Response Comparison

[13]PX. Mills, P.L. Lee and P. MJntosh, A
' practid
Study of Adaptive Contml of an Alugber Calcine?',
Admaiim, vol. 2Y, pp. 441-448

FUTURE CHALLENGES

.I

[14] Integrated SystemsInc., MATRM, ModelReduction
Module, 1991

in the preceding material, one dear mismatch between
~uning
theoretical capabiMies and appIicatiom demaads

1151 B.13.O. Andtrson and Y.Liu, "Contmner Reduction:
Concepts and A p p d e s " , IEEE h.
AvtDmatic
Conkol, voL 34, pp. 802812,1989

kar been identi6ed already, and this is design for parkmetnc robustness.
Ler us however note one other very signiiicant future chal:engc. There is a sparsity of systematic nonhhear design
arocedures. Despite decadesof workon nonhhearsydems,
r.cry, very few readily usable general design methods have
been forthcoming.

[lBj K.J. k r 6 m and B; Wittenmark, ComputerContmlled Systens: TfKow and D a b Prentice
Hal, Englewood CIiiB, 1990

[lq G.F. F
.
,
39. P

o d and M.L. Workman, Digifd Contml of Dynamic Sydems, Addison Wesley,
Reading, 1990
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